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1. eXeCUtive SUMMARY

Attendees at t.H.e exchange.



RDA - MID NORTH COAST 1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARy

The aim of the strategy is to exploit three key linked 
opportunities in the region:

the advent of high speed broadband •	
the fast-growing shift to online public services and •	
engagement with citizens, at local government, federal and 
state level 
the emergence of a digital economy and clusters of •	
manufacturing, creative, health and knowledge based 
industries in the region 

High Speed Broadband and The National Broadband Network 
initiative – a potential game-changer for regional Australia - can 
be a catalyst for all these and for the greater diversification of 
the economy, if we are organised and cooperate to exploit the 
opportunity. The strategy guides RDA MNC and partners on the 
actions to be taken to progress these aims.

RDA MnC role
RDA MNC can play an important role in this process by:

helping to identify best practice, promote knowledge sharing •	
and provide opportunities for learning 
linking and coordinating partner initiatives •	
supporting effective business engagement with  SMEs•	
assisting partners to overcome any digital divides or •	
exclusion in the region 
creating appropriate structures or tools to fill what gaps •	
there may be in high speed broadband supply and demand 
in the region
mobilising resources for key initiatives•	

Key issues
To progress the strategy a number of workshops were held 
throughout the region. Certain key issues were identified by 
participants. They were later validated by online dialogue.  
They were:

Clarifying the NBN implementation roadmap and timetable.1. 
Managing and bridging the supply and demand  gap until 2. 
full NBN deployment.
A digital strategy and better coordination are vital.3. 
A strategy for the whole region not just the test sites for 4. 
early NBN roll-out.
A strategy for digitizing services and engagement with 5. 
citizens – with the NBN as a catalyst.
A strategy for using existing publicly owned fibre capacity 6. 
more broadly and imaginatively.
A strategy also for consumer aggregation to bridge the gap.7. 
A strategy with a key role for Local Government.8. 
A knowledge sharing/ business support strategy for Small-9. 
Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs)
A strategy for all - digital inclusion a priority.10. 

filling the gaps
A key concern of workshop stakeholders was what RDA MNC 
calls ‘the gap’. There was enthusiasm for the NBN - and a hunger 
for bandwidth and speed - but what to do in the interim until it 
becomes ubiquitous?

The gap takes many forms. Already there has been a long gap 
between the announcement that the NBN was coming to the 
region and the identification of the locations for test sites and 
the roll-out programme. There are still gaps in knowledge as to 
when and where the roll-out will take place.  

There is a gap between what stakeholders told us they needed – 
fast, efficient, accessible and affordable broadband – and what 
many of them receive currently and are likely to receive for  
some time.

Supply Gap
There is thus a ‘supply gap’. Even if implementation goes well, 
some areas and users will not be able to access the NBN for 
up to a decade. That supply gap needs to be filled by a range 
of initiatives which deliver faster speeds, better service and 
affordable access sooner rather than later. 

The strategy supports an RDA MNC role in working with partners 
to identify the best solutions to these challenges – including 
brokering potential ‘broadband aggregations’ where public 
bodies club together to procure more cost-effectively from 
existing internet service providers (IPSs) in the region. 

Some innovative councils like Coffs Harbour, the beach-head for 
the arrival of the NBN in the region, have also created their own 
fibre infrastructure which they lease to ISPs. Many public bodies 
in the region - universities, schools, TAFE, healthcare providers – 
have a fibre optic infrastructure which could be more effectively 
utilised and shared as part of the strategy.   

Demand Gap
There is also a ‘demand gap’ which comes with a warning. As 
one workshop participant put it: ’an un-motivated, uninformed 
and untrained market will exhibit a low demand for the NBN.’ 
Many still use dial-up and only 10% of subscribers currently 
pay for what faster broadband there is. Surveys find an under 
and limited exploitation of current potential offered by existing 
broadband services. The ‘demand gap’ needs to be filled by 
initiatives which raise understanding and provide demonstration 
of what this technology can do. 

The shift to online public services will drive some of this demand 
and the strategy suggests creating a Regional Digital Partnership 
to bring all tiers of government together around this agenda. 
Such an initiative would be timely in New South Wales given 
the announcement of a State digital economy initiative and the 
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1
The RDA must continue to engage with, and 
lobby, NBN Co and the Federal Government 
to ensure the region has the most up to date 
information on implementation roll-out. 
RDA MNC should become an ‘information 
aggregator’ – an authoritative source of 
information on the roll–out and indeed on 
what high speed broadband can do.

2
The RDA needs to develop more of a capacity 
to understand, design interventions, mobilize 
and coordinate partner activity and where 
appropriate help deliver digital initiatives. 

1.1  Report Recommendations

opportunities for digital delivery afforded by the new  
NSW 2021 Plan.

But concerted action is also required from Not for Profit 
organisations in the area to digitise services. They must also 

ensure that their clients and staff have the knowledge, skills 
and confidence required to access and use digital technologies. 
The strategy identifies skills development, digital inclusion 
and business support initiatives as being imperative in raising 
demand and capacity to exploit the new technologies.

3
RDA MNC should work closely with all 
the Councils in the region on intelligence, 
information gathering and indeed lobbying. 
We recommend a formal Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) be established between 
RDA MNC and its partner local governments on 
the range of collaborations which the parties to 
the MOU will undertake together.

4 We recommend the establishment of a MNC 
Regional Digital Partnership.

5 The RDA and partners should commission 
a survey not just in Coffs Harbour but 
throughout the MNC area to map high speed 
broadband supply and demand gaps. 6

Use the survey to refine target issues and 
actions. We need to identify drivers and barriers 
by sector in order also to address the factors 
which matter. Such a refinement is required 
because the challenges of the ‘supply gap’ are 
different from those of the ‘demand gap’ and 
the precise configuration of both will vary from 
area to area within the region.

7 RDA needs to work with partners to develop 
options for demand aggregation ahead of 
commercial implementation. 8 RDA MNC should identify public organisations 

with high speed fibre (TAFE/hospitals/
universities (AARNet)) to explore opportunities 
for using/extending use of their facilities.

9
RDA MNC should, subject to resources, explore 
options for developing fibre infrastructure for, 
or in conjunction with service providers, ahead 
of the NBN roll-out.

10 RDA MNC, working with partners, should seek 
resources to appoint digital ‘advocate(s)’. 
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1.2  Conclusion
The Mid North Coast region has a game-changing opportunity 
•	 to	raise	GDP
•	 change	market	perceptions	of	the	area
•	 transform	public	services
•	 up-skill	and	strengthen		local	communities;	and	
•	 reinforce	an	emerging	digital	economy.	

High speed broadband will be a catalyst for change,  providing 
the tools to enable this – and more. But coordination and a  

strategy are required to turn an infrastructure project – a 
network – into a wider set of positive outcomes for the region: 
that networked society and economy which are the real prize of 
this initiative and the real aim of policy. 

Making the Connections will help guide RDA MNC and partners 
to achieve these aims locally – and to make the region an 
exemplar for Australia on how to maximise the benefits of high 
speed broadband.

11
The RDA MNC must develop a ‘learning 
partnership’ and documentation program  
with 1st or 2nd (and subsequent) NBN  
release sites so that others can benefit from 
shared experience. 

12
Ensure the Regional Digital Partnership 
engages with the NBN roll-out in the region 
and the wider efforts to maximise its impact 
but also with the broader digitisation going  
on in public services in the region and in  
the economy. 

13
All public sector partners (and others from 
the Not for Profit sector or the private sector 
delivering services to the public on behalf 
of public sector bodies), should review how 
the advent and use of the NBN, high speed 
broadband and greater digitisation, will  
change their business models and business  
plans, the design and delivery of services and  
the engagement with the public as customers,  
clients and citizens. 

14 The RDA MNC should work with partners to 
establish a digital MNC libraries network to 
further explore the digitising of services and 
facilitate engagement with users.

15
A region-wide commitment to open data at 
all tiers of government within MNC might be 
promoted by RDA MNC and partners – it would 
be a first in Australia.  This will bring economic 
benefits because open data means that 
research that public bodies undertake can be 
accessed by SMEs at little or no cost.

16
The RDA MNC should work with partners 
already working on business support –  
whether via State government initiatives,  
local government, TAFE or universities - to 
ensure that a network of e-entrepreneurs for 
“digital coaching” local businesses are sourced 
and established.  

17
RDA MNC should continue to support partners 
to source funding for COLAB, a digital business 
incubator proposed for Coffs Harbour, but also 
to promote more digital business incubators in 
the region. It should also engage with Telstra 
Business Centres. 

18 RDA MNC with partners needs to ensure a 
campaign of information and demonstration 
around high speed broadband is initiated in the 
region particularly targeted at SMEs.

19
RDA MNC and partners need to initiate a broad 
information campaign to inform and engage 
local communities of the opportunities of 
broadband and how they might develop skills 
and access the online universe. 

20
Linking the discussions on digital inclusion with 
earlier actions around filling supply gaps, RDA 
MNC should, with partners,  explore options for 
establishing a regional ISP that provides full-
speed, affordable broadband services.
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2. intRoDUCtion

exhibitors and attendees discuss the benifits of the nBn at t.H.e exchange.

2.1 the need for a strategy
This strategy has been commissioned by Regional Development 
Australia Mid North Coast (RDA MNC). 

Its main aim, on the eve of the inauguration of the initial test 
site in this region of the National Broadband Network, is to 
guide RDA MNC and its partners in the relevant actions to be 
taken and projects to be developed to best exploit three key, 
linked, opportunities in the region. 

These are:
the advent of high speed broadband (HSB), •	
 the fast-growing shift to online public services, and •	
 the emergence of a digital economy.•	

 
The NBN can be a catalyst for these forces if we are organised 
and cooperate in the building of this ‘digital region’. 

2.2 filling the gaps,  
 learning the lessons
The NBN is a massive national infrastructure project that will 
take a decade to roll-out. 

It may be many years before some parts of our region get the 
benefit of the capability delivered through the NBN. This ‘supply-
gap’ is clearly a major handicap for organisations which need 
high-speed broadband.

The RDA MNC and its partners will cooperate and innovate on 
policies and interventions which seek to improve high speed 
broadband coverage and access across the region working with a 
variety of technologies and providers. 

More immediately, it is also clear that much of the broadband 
that exists today is neither taken-up nor used effectively. This is 
a ‘demand-gap’ which the RDA MNC, working with its partners, 
can work to close, in order to realise the benefits of broadband 
before the NBN gets to town and to ensure that it exploits the 
full potential of the NBN when it arrives.

To some degree, Coffs Harbour, as the first point of roll-out 
of the NBN, is the ‘beach head’ for a digital assault across the 
whole MNC region. That process is underway with Coffs Council 
having drawn up a digital strategy which is outward looking and 
links to this regional strategy, and with events like the RDA MNC 
– sponsored T.H.E. Exchange. The latter event attracted a large 
number of leading–edge exhibitors from the digital sector, ISPs 
and 600 people. The area’s newspaper summed up the event and 
the promise the roll-out brings to the region on its front page 
with this: ‘The Future Is Here’.

Within a few years, Coffs Harbour will be the community with 
the highest NBN coverage in Australia. It will be vital to spread 
the lessons learned from Coffs Harbour quickly and effectively in  
 

the rest of the region as part of the process of making the rest of 
the MNC region ‘broadband-ready’. 

Coffs Harbour City Council is now committed through its own 
‘Switched on Coffs’ strategy to a wider process of digitising 
services, digital engagement with citizens and digital inclusion 
initiatives for which the arrival of the NBN has been a catalyst. 
The region will want to celebrate the success of Coffs but also 
draw on its experience to build a ‘networked region’. 

The NBN is a means not an end. The ‘end’ is a digital region and 
a networked society: connected, skilled, innovative, inclusive and 
economically successful. This is our vision and this strategy will 
help us achieve this.

The front page of the Coffs Coast Advocate reporting on T.H.E Exchange

 
2.3 Key RDA MnC role
The RDA MNC can play a key role in this process. It can be a 
catalyst, a coordinator and a partnership builder. 

It can add value by:
helping to identify best practice,•	
 promoting knowledge-sharing and information•	 , 
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linking partner initiatives in the various tiers of government, •	
the wider public sector, key Not for Profit organisations and 
the private sector,
 supporting effective business engagement, •	
 creating appropriate structures, vehicles or tools to alleviate •	
what gaps there may be in broadband provision and 
utilisation, and by 
 assisting partners to overcome any digital divides, •	
geographical or social, in the region. 

The NBN is a potential game-changing infrastructure with 
particular importance for regional Australia. It has the potential 
to bring beneficial impacts across the economy and society 
of the region. It will reinforce trends which have already seen 
economic migration to the area from digitally sophisticated 
entrepreneurs, often in the fast growing creative and cultural 
industries sector, seeking both enhanced quality of life and 
connectivity which gives them economic advantage. The strategy 
will assist RDA MNC and partners in realising the economic  
potential of high speed broadband, in maximising the benefits 
for companies and communities, and in strengthening the 
vitality of the region itself.

2.4 An exemplar for the State  
 and the nation
This strategy comes soon after the Department for Broadband 
Communications and Digital Economy issued its own national 
strategy for the digital economy. It also arrives just as the State 
government releases both its Digital Economy initiative and 
the broader NSW 2021 Plan. So, this strategy will be highly 
relevant to the achievement both of Federal objectives around 
productivity and regional economic performance and State 
objectives around the transformation and delivery of  
public services. 

The networked region can deliver a variety of government and 
community objectives. In so doing we can become a model for 
the State and indeed the nation in how to achieve broader social 
and economic outcomes from NBN and high speed broadband. 

2.5 What RDA MnC has already done
In pursuit of these objectives, the RDA has, working with 
partners, already:

 made an influential submission to the House of •	
Representatives Inquiry into the National Broadband 
Network,	cited	in	the	published	report;
 promoted and staged T.H.E Exchange (Technology Health •	
Education): an expo/showcase of the capacity of HSB to 
bring new economic opportunities and improved outcomes 
for communities, attended by over 600 people, many local 
businesses and key decision-makers from the public and 
private	sectors;
 promoted a local government-NBN interface at T.H.E •	
Exchange and established a regional network of local 
government officers working with NBN and on the digital 
economy;
created a unique online Broadband/NBN toolkit containing •	
information about the NBN roll-out and about the wider 
implications	of	a	digital	economy;
 established a Coffs Harbour roll-out documentation project •	
as a knowledge sharing initiative to inform local councils in 
the region in readiness for their own NBN roll-out – an even 
more important initiative now that Coffs Harbour is to get 
such	extensive	NBN	coverage;
 worked with NBN Co and local partners to facilitate an •	
efficient	roll-out;
 continued to lobby Federal government through Department •	
of Broadband Communications and the Digital Economy 
(DBCDE) and the Department of Regional Australia, Regional 
Development and Local Government on the investment and 
projects needed to maximise the benefits of high speed 
broadband and enable the region to become an exemplar for 
the	digital	economy;	and
 commissioned this first Regional Digital Strategy  •	
in Australia.

RDA - MID NORTH COAST 2. INTRODUCTIONREGIONAL DIGITAL STRATEGy

 
A networked society in the UK

An Ofcom report in 2008 found that Sunderland was 
England’s most digitally connected city, with 66% of 
homes having access to broadband internet. And, more 
people log on to Facebook, the social networking site, 
than anywhere else in the UK. This is an extraordinary 
fact in what is one of the poorest areas of the UK. It 
has as an award winning record of developing the use 
and raising the awareness of digital technologies across 
its many different communities. 
 
Tim Williams, Connecting Communities, Huawei White paper, 
February 2011
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2.6 the networked society:  
 a strategic approach 
In leveraging the opportunity of the NBN, our objective must 
be to build a ‘networked society’ which is connected, skilled, 
innovative, inclusive and economically successful. In the words 
of our submission quoted in the recent House of Representatives 
Report into the NBN,  

……’The NBN will reduce the impact of geographical inequalities 
on economic productivity and growth and enable the region 
to become a viable location for existing firms from outside the 
area to establish operations. This is already happening slowly as 
business owners, and staff, opt for a better quality of life away 
from capital city congestion.1’   
 
To ensure that high speed broadband has the kind of impact 
on regional vitality envisaged, requires, as the House of 
Representatives (HoR) report puts it, ‘a strategic approach be 
taken to the NBN and the digital economy’. The HoR Committee 
saw that a key role for RDAs is, ‘to…provide local digital 
economy leadership by encouraging and coordinating the 
development of regional digital  
economic strategies2.’

This strategy aims to support that leadership and coordination 
with one proviso. The RDA MNC aim is not limited to producing 
effective strategies. We seek to identify practical initiatives, 
projects and interventions which can be undertaken by the 
RDA and partners. The HoR Committee went on to recognise 
the ‘important role’ RDAs could also play in facilitating local 
community engagement and local government collaboration 
around high speed broadband. This strategy is a product of that 
engagement and collaboration and reinforces them. 

We add that, in line with the broader social and cultural remits 
of RDAs, the objective of such a strategy should build on 
and extend beyond economic aims to that of assisting in the 
development of a ‘networked society’ in the MNC region. 

That is, the strategy identifies the need to create an up-skilled 
and empowered community able to confidently use and exploit 
digital technologies for a wide range of purposes – employment, 
business development, purchasing opportunities, learning, 
health benefits, community development and renewed civic 
involvement. It sees a role for RDA MNC in ensuring that 
relevant partners promote digital up-skilling and inclusion in  
the region.

The special demography of the region – with higher than State 
average proportions of Seniors, Indigenous and those not in 
employment or training alongside an increasing proportion of 
lifestyle entrepreneurs in cultural and knowledge industries 
relocating to our beautiful area – makes it crucial that we 
enable all to access the opportunities of the digital era. We 
repeat. A networked society is modern, connected, inclusive 
– and successful. That society will not arise automatically 
as a consequence of the arrival of the NBN and high speed 
broadband. It needs an agreed collective strategy and  
concerted action. 

2.7 Developing the strategy:  
 the regional workshops
As a key part of the process of researching the digital strategy 
a number of workshops were held throughout the region. These 
were with local government, educationists, other providers of 
services to the community, and local business: key groups in the 
development of a digital strategy for the region. 

Local government, because of its leadership role in its 
area, because its services and engagement with citizens are 
increasingly going on line, and because in many cases it has 
its own fibre broadband capacity or is laying down fibre when 
providing services to new development. They may also have a roll 
in promoting provision of infrastructure as part of the councils 
roll in development approval.

educationists, because schools, community colleges, TAFE and 
universities are critical to the development of the skills required 
for	the	digital	economy/networked	society;	and	other	providers	
of public services to the Community, such as health facilities 
who are beginning to experiment locally with online approaches 
to health care – and because all such services have some 
advanced fibre based capacity which could be better exploited. 

not for Profit community organisations whose client groups 
are critical to recruit to the networked society and who will 
benefit significantly from ‘digital inclusion’ approaches. Better 
services can be accessed through digital media going forward 
– and individuals in key target groups, such as Seniors or the 
Indigenous communities, can, via more confident use of online 
services, access better purchasing opportunities, better learning 
opportunities, better paid jobs (often at home) and improved 
connections with others in the community and beyond, reducing 
feelings of isolation and increasing independent living.

Business, particularly small to medium sized enterprises 
– those SMEs which make up 97% of the region’s business – 
because evidence shows they will be the biggest winners from 
online activity and the digital economy. But they also have 
the least time to find out what technology can do for their 
business and their markets. A number of leading edge companies 
which are already pioneers in the emerging digital economy 
and knowledge industry in the region, were participants in the 
workshop or were interviewed. They do know what the digital 
economy offers and requires and their in-put to developing this 
strategy was formative.

A full itinerary of the workshops and online consulation is 
supplied in Appendix 1.

1 & 2 House of Representatives Standing Committee on Infrastructure 
and Communications, ‘Broadening the debate: Inquiry into the role 
and potential of the National Broadband Network’
Canberra, August 2011
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Dr tim Williams interview at taree Council Chambers
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3.1 identifying the issues
Some key major themes and key issues emerged from the 
workshops. The Key Issues Paper we published for comment 
on the RDA website, and some early responses, are set out in 
the section below entitled ‘Making Connections: Key Issues”. 
Amongst the most crucial issues to emerge from the workshops 
were the uncertainty of the timing and extent of the roll-out of 
the NBN throughout MNC and closing the high speed broadband 
supply and demand gaps in the region – and what role the RDA 
MNC could play in the process.

In welcoming the benefits of high speed broadband and the 
opportunity represented by the NBN, we were told by workshop 
participants that the most significant challenge in meeting the 
high public expectations of our community was that of the 
roll-out timetable for the NBN. That timetable for making the 
NBN available – whether by fibre, wireless or satellite – to all 
our communities and homes, remains unclear, making it difficult 
for innovators in the public, private and Not for Profit sectors to 
plan for their ICT needs or re-design their services to customers, 
clients and citizens around new technology. 

What is clear is that there will be a ‘supply gap’ in the region. 
Even if implementation goes well, some areas and users will 
not	be	able	to	access	the	NBN	for	up	to	a	decade;	and	the	
implementation timetable has already slipped.

Apart from the ‘supply gap’ there is a ‘demand gap’ because 
as one comment on the Issues Paper put it an ‘unmotivated, 
uninformed and untrained market will exhibit a low demand 
for NBN’. There are still over half a million households in 
Australia using dial-up and less than a million of the ten million 
broadband subscribers pay for fast broadband3. Various surveys 
also find that much small business is unsophisticated in its use 
of broadband. So there is a demand issue with the adoption of 
broadband and also in making effective use of it. These demand 
issues need urgent attention and our digital strategy prioritises 
both supply and demand interventions.

The RDA MNC digital strategy focuses on seeking to fill these 
gaps. This will require a coordinated effort in the region on 
creating an NBN-ready economy, society and indeed region – 
and on exploiting what existing opportunities there are to better 
serve the region with higher speed broadband now and in the 
run up to the advent of the NBN. The potential role for RDA MNC 
in delivering aspects of this strategy either through partners or 
directly, is outlined in this paper.

3.2 Developing the strategy: from  
 Key issues….
The issues and actions highlighted in this Digital Strategy are 
the product of the workshops, interviews and desk research. 
We produced and published online a Key Issues paper following 
the workshops. This set out the issues identified in the 
workshops/research and sought comments from either workshop 

participants or stakeholders as to their views on the issues 
inviting them to suggest themes we might have missed.

One comment on the Key Issues paper said ‘While I agree with 
the sentiment in the strategy I am a little concerned that the 
output is a series of strategies. I have no objection to strategic 
thinking as long as it results in practical outcomes’. 

We agree that words are not enough. The strategy will identify 
key issues, challenges and opportunities, the practical projects 
which can help deliver change and the partners who can  
deliver them. 

3.3 ten key issues
Ten Key Issues were identified in workshops and published for 
comment4. They were:-

Clarifying the NBN implementation roadmap and timetable.1. 
Managing and bridging the supply and demand2. 5 gap until 
full NBN deployment.
A digital strategy and better coordination are vital.3. 
A strategy for the whole region not just the test sites for 4. 
early NBN roll-out.
A strategy for digitizing services and engagement with 5. 
citizens – with the NBN as a catalyst.
A strategy for using existing publicly owned fibre capacity 6. 
more broadly and imaginatively.
A strategy also for consumer aggregation to bridge the gap.7. 
A strategy with a key role for Local Government.8. 
A knowledge sharing/business support strategy for Small-9. 
Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs)
A strategy for all - digital inclusion a priority.10. 

Following the workshops and after reviewing comments received, 
it became clearer that the gaps in both supply and demand 
which RDA MNC foresaw and which led to the commission 
to draw up a strategy are perceived by the private and public 
sectors in the region as real and needing to be filled. It is 
also clearer that a range of councils, tiers of government, 
organisations agencies, bodies and companies will be active in 
that process and that it is thus essential that a common strategy 
is drawn up with agreed actions, and a division of labour 
outlined, for the various potential ‘gap-filling’ bodies. 

Participants were also clear that the coordinating function for 
this process was pretty critical, as was the need to mobilise 
resources and institutions, and that RDA MNC could play a  
role here. 

Participants saw many challenges ahead. Preparing people and 
organisations to change their ways of doing things in order to 
make the most of high speed broadband was seen as a key to 
realising the benefits. It is important to address this challenge 
now – ahead of the arrival of the NBN. It will lead to immediate 
and lasting benefits. 

All agreed that NBN Co, Federal Government and indeed State 
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Government should seek to help increase demand for high 
speed broadband, by applying some resource to education and 
demonstration of what high speed broadband can do. However, it 
was also understood that much of the effort needs to come from 
within the region and from existing resources being re-applied 
differently and more imaginatively. A key driver identified in 
this region has been how public services become increasingly 
digitised and how the engagement with citizens becomes more 
interactive and online. High speed broadband changes the 
business models of service delivery and community involvement 
and this will help drive demand over time. 

 
3.4 the opportunity
The opportunity, of course, is to make the most of high speed 
broadband, whatever forms it takes and whenever it arrives. We 
are fortunate that Coffs Harbour has been selected to be one of 
the first recipients of the NBN because it will give us first-hand 
experience in making the most of the opportunity.

Inspiring and helping to organise will require RDA MNC working 
in partnership with a ‘coalition of the willing’. Arising from the 
workshops a number of activities were mooted for RDA MNC. 

We propose a number of activities6 taking account of the RDA 
MNC’s own limited resources and yet its mandate to be a 
catalyst, a coordinator, a partnership builder and a mobiliser of 
others’ resources, which adds value by:- 

 helping to identify best practice,•	
 promoting knowledge-sharing and information, •	
linking partner initiatives in the various tiers of government, •	
the wider public sector, key Not for Profit organisations and 
the private sector,
 supporting effective business engagement, •	
 creating appropriate structures, vehicles or tools to alleviate •	
what gaps there may be in broadband provision and 
utilisation, and by 
 assisting partners to overcome any digital divides, •	
geographical or social, in the region. 

3 ABS Cat 8153.0 for June Quarter 2011

4 To comment, go to http://www.rdamidnorthcoast.org.au/content/
rda-mid-north-coast-regional-digital-strategy

5 Supply and demand have been added to clarify the two key 
different kinds of gap

6Coffs Harbour has 30 specific actions listed in its ‘switched on’ and 
digitally inclusive charter. See Switched on Coffs Digital Strategy, 
2011
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4. ....to KeY ACtionS Health Care Training
Courtesy of North Coast TAFE



7NBN Co. is committed to connecting 97% of premises nationally with fibre and the remaining 7% with either fixed wireless or satellite.  
The mix is likely to vary by region.

8In October 2011, Telstra announced it would “top-hat” 2,000 street cabinets over the next 18 months to provide ADSL2+ services to all 
premises they served.  Telstra has approximately 5,000 street side cabinets across Australia, mainly in housing estates that were developed 
in the late 1980’s – early 1990’s, before the internet so they weren’t designed to deliver broadband access. Typically, each cabinet could 
support up to 480 telephone services but only 120 services could get any ADSL on some cabinets, and some cabinets could not support 
ADSL at all.
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4.1 Reducing uncertainty
1.  Key issue: Clarifying the nBn implementation   
 roadmap and timetable
There was much concern amongst workshop participants  
about the lack of clarity and information about the roll-out  
of the NBN. The private, public, Not for Profit sector and the  
community all find it difficult to plan or make investment 
decisions in what they see as an information vacuum. The 
uncertainty over deployment is inhibiting effective  
business planning.

The Key Issue which arises here is:
 •	 the need for NBN Co and the Department for Broadband 
and Communications (DBCDE) to set out a more certain 
implementation timetable.

 
Do you agree? What other issues need to be explored?  
Any further comments? 
There was overall agreement to this. 
 
“If this region is to benefit economically from high speed 
broadband then the single greatest issue is timing re the  
roll-out. The burning question of the average Joe of “how  
much will it cost me?” cannot be definitively answered.“ 
Commercial services were launched in October but two major 
carriers (Telstra and Optus) have refused to list final retail prices 
until NBN Co has had its wholesale prices agreed by the ACCC. 

NBN needs a marketing strategy for the roll-out of the region.

“Communication from NBN is poor in general - they’re engineers, 
and it shows. They’ve not spruiked the ‘outcomes’ argument at all, 
and that’s what is important to the general public (not where the 
fibre goes). They really need to sell the sizzle.” 
Further information on the NBN roll-out was published after  
the workshops and that announcement included the extension  
of the Coffs Harbour roll-out from around 10% to over 90%  
of	homes;	but	no	further	information	was	forthcoming	about	 
the roll-out in the region – and a list is at any rate not a  
marketing strategy.

“Can we have an indication of whether NBN Co., NSW Government 
or any other money is available for those who want to proceed 
themselves if they have been left down the priority list by NBN Co.”
NBN Co has said it will consider offers to fund fibre  
deployments beyond what it planned (or, possibly, ahead  
of when it planned them). The NSW government position  
is not clear though they have just released a ‘digital  
economy’ program.
 

Recommendations and actions 
 

 Action 1:
Apart from noting that all want the NBN Co to be more 
transparent, collaborative and timely in information-
sharing, it is clear that the RDA must continue to engage 
with, and lobby, nBn Co and the federal Government to 
ensure the region has the most up to date information 
on implementation roll-out. RDA MnC should become 
an ‘information aggregator’ – an authoritative source of 
information on the roll–out and indeed on what high speed 
broadband can do in the widest sense for the region. This 
requires both some capacity building (see Action 2 below) 
within the RDA MNC team and enhanced collaboration 
with local government partners (Action 3 below) and other 
partners in the region (Action 4).

 Action 2: 
Whether through bidding for resources from NBN Co and 
partners in Federal and State Governments, by re-directing 
existing resources, or by leveraging partner resources, the 
RDA needs to develop more of a capacity to understand, 
design interventions, mobilize and coordinate partner 
activity and where appropriate help deliver digital 
initiatives in the region.

Action 3: 
RDA MNC should work closely with all the Councils in the 
region on intelligence, information gathering and indeed 
lobbying. Each of the Councils has already identified a named 
‘go-to’ officer for collaboration with RDA in relation to the 
NBN roll-out but it is critical that a more formal network 
of information sharing, lesson-learning and overall digital 
cooperation across the region be established. While MIDGOC 
is at the heart of general council collaboration in the region 
and is promoting positive and imaginative initiatives (such 
as shared videoconferencing facilities) there is a need for a 
stronger collaboration between the region’s councils and RDA 
MNC, with its links to NSW Government Trade and Investment 
and Federal Government’s regional investment agenda. 
In many cases, a council acting alone does not have the 
capacity, resources of networks to close the gaps identified 
in this strategy. The RDA has its own limitations but can 
help mobilise resources and access funding. We recommend 
a formal Memorandum of Understanding be established 
between RDA MnC and its partner local governments on 
the range of collaborations which the parties to the MoU 
will undertake together.



  
Action 4: 

This raises the issue of wider collaboration in the region
between all tiers of government, various public service 
providers (from education and health for example) and also 
perhaps Not for Profits of significance in the region and 
peak organisations representing the relevant private sector 
organisations. We recommend the establishment of a MnC 
Regional Digital Partnership so that the types of ideas in this 
strategy can be ‘owned’, debated and delivered by organisations 
whose business plans and investment decisions will play the 
major role in creating the ‘networked society/digital region’. 
The Partnership RDA MNC should promote such a Digital 
Partnership as a priority.

2.  Key issue: Managing and bridging the supply and   
 demand gap until full nBn deployment  
The NBN roll-out will take up to ten years to complete – with 
geographical phasing or sequencing unclear as well as timing. 
Some areas will have the service years before others. All workshop 
participants agreed there was a pressing need to find solutions 
which will increase broadband speeds, improve service quality and 
deliver better provision more cheaply, sooner rather than later, 
especially in places not likely to be reached by the NBN for some 
years. The region needs to take steps quickly to take the digital 
economy/networked society forward in the region now ahead of 
overall NBN deployment and this ‘supply gap’ needs to be filled.

The Key Issue which arises here is:
 there is a gap until full NBN deployment and it needs to  •	
be bridged.

 
Do you agree? What other issues need to be explored?  
Any further comments? 
No-one disagreed with this but many pointed out that a key part 
of the problem was actually to understand the nature and extent 
of any gap in the first place – before appropriate interventions 
could be designed. 
 
“There needs to be a survey of business and domestic demand and 
activity, of current ISP provision and of upload/download speeds.”
“The paper could also benefit from a diagram of (non NBN) 
infrastructure options and how they can be combined, and indicative 
pricing related to the Mid North Coast. For instance if wireless was to 
link up each town’s CBD or industrial hub, how could it be done and 
how much would it cost. This would focus business and hopefully 
result in more discussions, buy in and/or cooperative buying groups 
becoming known.”
This is a significant task beyond the resources of the RDA MNC 
at the moment though could be undertaken as part of the wider 
research needing to be done and recommended below (Action 5).

“Quantifying the regional competitive disadvantage will  
be important.” 
This would also be addressed by the benchmarking aspect of the 
research proposed (Action 5 below). Strategic action has to be 
evidence-based to be effective – if you cannot measure it, you  
cannot manage it. 

Understanding the gaps: research. At this time, we do not know 
what capacity and quality of broadband is enjoyed – or not – by 
users across the region (the supply gap). Coffs Harbour is to get 
the NBN soon, but we don’t know when the rest of the MNC will 
get the NBN or which of the three technology platforms will  
be provided7. 
 
Capacity will continue to change even without the NBN. Apart 
from non-NBN providers of fixed wireless and mobile broadband 
services who continue to invest in networks, Telstra is making 
significantupgrades to the existing copper network8. 

More importantly, it is clear that there is more broadband 
available than is being used (the demand gap). That is, users are 
paying for lower speed broadband than is available to them. Why 
is this so? What are the barriers to take-up? How is broadband 
used today and what is best practice? 

What we need is measurement of both the supply gap and also 
the demand gap. The most direct way of doing this will be through 
a survey of organisations/businesses and households. 

The research parameters are straightforward – and worth setting 
out simply as below.

With Coffs Harbour as an early NBN release site, we have a 
major opportunity to start asking questions and to start making 
comparisons across regions. RDA already has initiated a research 
project which has located an RDA staff resource at Coffs 
Harbour City Council to ensure that progress on the roll-out and 
digitisation process is documented and understood. Lessons will be 
learned and information transferred from this project. Over time 
that project and similar ones can help lift average performance 
elsewhere in order to maximise the efficiency and impact of 
the roll-out to realise the fuller economic and social benefits of 
broadband. But more research is required. 

One comment in response to the Key Issues paper suggested that 
the survey should be aimed at businesses. Small business will 
undoubtedly be the main beneficiary of closing the gaps. But, 
overseas surveys have found that we need to include households 
(although the questions will differ) because they are a significant 
segment of the digital economy as recipients of services offered 
by commercial businesses and service organisations (including 
government) and because of the potential for home-based 
businesses.
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9 We know from similar benchmarking work overseas that high-
speed is not always the most important barrier to adoption of new 
practices based on broadband - privacy and security are often 
more important.

 
Demand aggregation in Wales

Public Sector Broadband Aggregation (PSBA) is a Welsh Government initiative to deliver a single, all-Wales, public service 
telecommunications network by aggregation of the demand for broadband across large parts of the public service. All local 
governments, all Welsh Government services including schools, hospitals(including GPs) and all emergency services are part of 
the aggregation – which also enables the latter for the first time to communicate on a single communications link when there is 
an emergency. Savings, as well as greater efficiencies, have already been observed with one small organisation, the Countryside 
Council for Wales with a dozen small offices in remote areas, having saved, in the first 12 months of being connected to PSBA, 
over £100,000 and significantly reduced its carbon footprint.
psba@wales.gsi.gov.uk
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 Action 5:

Commission a survey not just in Coffs Harbour but 
throughout the MnC area to map high speed broadband 
supply and demand gaps. This should be a rolling survey 
to establish a baseline of hard, current data that can be 
compared with other regions and monitored over time. And, it 
can be used to set local key performance indicators (KPIs) for 
adoption and use of broadband based on current information. 

At the same time what must not be forgotten, and this came 
out of the workshops, is that the region already has some best 
in class digital innovation going on with leading edge private, 
public and Not for Profit enterprises showing the way. Case 
studies and local broadband heroes can be uncovered through 
the survey process. But, more importantly, the survey will 
provide a detailed map of the supply and demand issues.

Workshop participants were in no doubt of the many barriers 
to be overcome if all places and communities are to be able 
to participate in the digital economy/networked society. The 
survey will identify barriers to adoption and use of broadband. 
Important barriers are likely to include affordability and lack 
of skills9.  These are big barriers in some areas and some 
communities and no adequate strategy for the region can 
ignore those barriers and the variations between communities 
and areas. 

Action 6: 
Use the survey to refine target issues and actions. We know 
from similar work overseas that high-speed is not always the 
most important barrier to adoption of new practices based on 
broadband (privacy and security are often more important). 
We need to identify drivers and barriers by sector in order 
also to address the factors which matter. Such a refinement 
is required because the challenges of the ‘supply gap’ are 
different from those of the ‘demand gap’ and the precise 
configuration of both will vary from area to area within  
the region.

4.2 the supply gap:  
 a number of options
There are four broad options to bridge the supply gap until the 
NBN is rolled-out: 

demand aggregation, •	
 supply aggregation, •	
 expedite the NBN and •	
 self -build. •	

They are all more difficult and complex to realise than actions to 
address the demand gap.

Existing ISPs and demand aggregation

There are already many high quality commercial providers of 
internet services and broadband connectivity in the region. 
Given the long time it will take to deploy the NBN, they will be 
considering how they should invest to meet demand – Telstra’s 
‘top hats’ were mentioned earlier. To help service providers make 
a business case for augmenting capacity, a useful tactic is to 
aggregate demand and to use government purchasing to provide 
what have been called ‘conditional anchor tenants’. A radical 
example of such public sector broadband aggregation can be 
seen in Wales. 
 
Such collaboration between councils (and other public agencies) 
was strongly supported in the workshops.  Aggregating the 
demand of local government and perhaps other public service 
providers could purchase better connectivity from private sector 
ISPs/Telcos in the period until the NBN is ubiquitous, reducing 
costs and improving speeds/services in the region. Telcos and 
ISPs were market-tested as part of the research base for the Key 
Issues Paper and there was considerable interest in this. 
We can learn from the cluster of smaller manufacturers in 
Nambucca that is already looking to aggregate their purchasing 
power to access a higher speed fibre access on their  
industrial estate.

Action 7: 
RDA needs to work with partners to develop options for 
demand aggregation ahead of commercial implementation. 
This will require early identification of councils and utilities 
that are prepared to consider collaboration for demand 
aggregation.
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10 See the Final report for the Broadband Stakeholder Group, Models 
for efficient and effective public-sector interventions in next-
generation broadband access networks, Analysis Mason, 9 June 
2008

4.3 Supply aggregation
Another form of collaboration that was discussed at the 
workshops and can be part of a supply gap-filling initiative 
was a pooling of supply. There is significant high speed fibre 
connectivity available in the region already to providers of public 
services – in councils, universities, TAFE, schools and some health 
care facilities. However, while publicly funded, some of this 
fibre might be considered ‘mission critical’ to the institution or 
indeed simply constrained in its current use due to legal, privacy 
or child-protection concerns and as a result not be accessible to 
business and the community generally.  

More must be done to ensure that business, the public services 
and the community sector can take advantage of what is 
already available or deliverable, cost effectively and soon. 
This will require deliberation amongst partners, perhaps via 
the new Digital Partnership (see above) or via some kind of 
Memorandum of Understanding between key partners. RDA 
MNC should explore this ‘supply aggregation’ possibility with 
local partners who have fibre and who may wish to innovate and 
open up access in the way discussed. The mapping and research 
survey (above) should help identify those who have such fibre 
connectivity already. 

Action 8: 
RDA MnC should identify public organisations with high 
speed fibre (tAfe/Hospitals/universities (AARnet)) to 
explore opportunities for using/extending use of  
their facilities.

4.4 expedite the nBn
Many councils and RDAs have spent a lot of their energy and 
effort on lobbying to get early release sites nominated in their 
respective patches. This should not stop. 

The NBN roll-out may be influenced by demonstrating:
Plans for the deployment of complementary (or competing) •	
infrastructure
Motivation within the community to take up the network •	
(demand register)
 Business models in place to exploit the NBN•	
 Commitment from local government to subsidise the •	
deployment cost (and other practical assistance)
Facilities access to complementary infrastructure, and•	
 Key strategic digitally equipped properties (libraries and •	
neighbourhood centres for example).

This activity is covered by the liaison with NBN Co as  
Action 1;	but with a more proactive emphasis.

4.5 Self-build: direct action
Finally, there is the direct approach to filling the supply gap 
by building capacity for one’s own network. In other countries, 
municipal fibre networks have been tried10. Some organisations 
in the region have already taken this path:

Some local councils have opportunistically installed fibre 
capacity and leased it to equally innovative ISPs – it should 
be noted that Coffs Harbour City Council for one has been 
laying down its own fibre network at the same time as new 
infrastructure is built – and has been leasing this to private 
sector ISPs. This kind of approach could be emulated and have 
also embarked on the journey to digital services and engagement 
with citizens.

Digitally savvy private sector companies, whilst supportive of 
the NBN, have already invested in new fibre capacity ahead of 
the roll-out as they need the speeds and the certainty now. A 
nationally recognised ICT company, Janison, is investing in its 
own high speed broadband network because though it welcomes 
the NBN the need is now. 

The RDA MNC could facilitate any such venture even though it 
would not necessarily be a party to any arrangement.

Action 9: 
RDA MnC should, subject to resources, explore options for 
developing fibre infrastructure for, or in conjunction with 
service providers, ahead of the nBn roll-out.

4.6 Demand
The RDA MNC and its associated stakeholders can address the 
demand gap which could be due to a number of things we find 
from the survey discussed earlier. As noted earlier, it is likely that 
affordability, skills and digital awareness will be areas that need 
to be addressed – but there will be many others.

A critical part of the ‘demand gap’ will be filled by more and 
more demonstration of the benefits of high speed broadband 
being made available through various means,  by the increasing 
digitisation of public services and digital engagement with the 
public leading to ‘channel shifting’ by citizens and by digital 
inclusion activity (see Key Issue 5 below). Essentially, the kinds 
of relationship we see now between consumers and private 
companies trading online will become increasingly how the 
public sector engagement with local communities will operate. 
This will require that public sector organisations plan for and 
organise channel shifting to digital platforms and social media 
to enable this to happen, that the public respond by increasing 
their use of such platforms and media and that public and 
Not for Profit/voluntary sector activity helps bridge the digital 
divide enabling more citizens to become digitally literate and 
participatory (see Key Issue 10 below). The NBN will be a new 
catalyst for all these processes and a beneficiary of them.
 



Of course some demonstration effect will come from 
organisation with high speed fibre connectivity or imaginative 
use of digital media that we already have and that we can  
show-case. These also act – or can act – as local digital 
champions in the Community, Business, Health, Education,  
Social and Household sectors such as: 
 

the Coffs Harbour Regional Conservatorium, part of the •	
initial NBN fibre footprint, where opportunities for new 
online ways of teaching and distance learning are  
opening up. 
Southern Cross University now able with its own fibre •	
connection to give on site students access to speeds of 1 
gigabit	up	and	down;	
the TAFE network now using teleconferencing for a •	
multiplicity of meetings and internal collaborations and 
have reduced costs (by 20 percent) while creating new 
ways of teaching students using their own digitally created 
learning tools. TAFE also provides an innovative course for 
indigenous community elders in ICT skills and  
internet	access;
the Port Macquarie Glasshouse Theatre through the Port •	
Macquarie/Hastings Council is seeking to link to the Sydney 
Opera House to show world class performances locally as 
well	as	showcasing	the	region	in	Sydney;
the shared teleconferencing facility which councils are •	
seeking	to	create;	the	neighbourhood	community	centre	
in Nambucca which is working with a specialist Urologist 
based in Coffs Harbour on enabling bulk-billed consultations 
by Skype.

However, without some capacity to identify, link and promote the 
‘narrative’ around these ‘demonstrations’ and other initiatives 
which show what can be done with high speed broadband, little 
might be known amongst key target audiences such as small to 
medium sized enterprises.

Action 10: 
RDA MnC, working with partners, should seek resources 
to appoint digital ‘advocate(s)’. to fully exploit the 
opportunities of  high speed broadband requires that the 
region has a ‘digital advocate’ or ‘ambassador’ helping to 
demonstrate what this technology can do in terms of the 
economy, the design and delivery of public services, the 
marketing of the region, community development, social 
inclusion and social mobility. 

This initiative should be linked to other Key Issues and Actions 
around ensuring digitally sophisticated/high speed broadband 
informed business support and knowledge sharing amongst 
SMEs and a broader effort to ensure community-wide digital 
inclusion (see below at Key Issues 9 and 10).

3. Key issue: A digital strategy and better coordination are 
vital

To help guide partners and identify key digital initiatives in the 
gap to full NBN deployment – and to be ready for it – workshop 
participants felt a digital strategy was vital. It was also felt that 
the region, by promoting the digital agenda now rather than 
waiting for the NBN to come to all locations, would be doing 
something which would help the existing economy of the region 
but also strengthen its attractions for investment and for skilled 
entrepreneurial people to relocate. There was also felt to be a 
coordinating role for the RDA with its partners in this objective.

The Key Issue which arises here is:
  the need for a digital strategy and initiatives to bridge the •	
temporal and geographical gaps
 the need for digital inclusion to be a prominent part of  •	
that strategy
 the need for the strategy to not be academic but practical •	
and useful in helping to focus planning and coordination 
and identify projects which will make a difference on the 
ground – but also useful in marketing the region as a smart/
intelligent digital region 
 the need for RDA MNC to play its role in coordinating effort •	
and marketing the region around the digital agenda 

 
Do you agree? What other issues need to be explored?  
Any further comments? 
Whilst some worried about a merely theoretical strategy that lay 
on a shelf being created in this exercise, most saw the need for 
a strategy. All want better coordination and expressed a desire 
for the roles of RDA MNC and of partners, to be outlined. Digital 
inclusion activity was deemed to be a priority.

“The strategy should show that while NBN Co. investment is 
good use of our taxes, we also need to do our bit by aggregating 
demand and that we may need to spend our own money for a 
short term benefit before NBN Co gets to us.”

“The strategy should also lead to an implementation plan with a 
costed timetable for MNC roll-out. This will not be all positive as 
everybody can’t be done at once but it has to be done. “

Previous Actions which are relevant here include 
Actions 1-7 (above). 

A roll-out implementation plan and costed timetable for 
this strategy go beyond the remit of this commission but 
reinforce the earlier Action that new capacity is required 
in the RDA MnC to help the region exploit the digital 
opportunity. Additionally, the whole tenor of the strategy 
is to identify practical next steps for RDA and partners to 
make progress towards implementation of initiatives which 
will help maximize the impact and benefits of high speed 
broadband.  this is not an academic approach.
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4.7 A strategy for beyond the 1st  
 and 2nd nBn release sites
4.  Key issue: A strategy for the whole region not just   
 the test sites for early nBn roll-out 

The need for that strategy to be relevant to areas outside the 
1st and 2nd NBN release sites – while exploiting the links with 
and local benefits of those sites – was stressed by workshop 
participants. 

The NBN is a means to an end – a digital economy and 
networked society – and not the end in itself and the benefits 
from digital media and participation need to be maximised now, 
on the way to NBN implementation. 

This is why the RDA has submitted a response to the Digital 
Hubs, Digital Enterprise and Digital Local Government programs 
outlined in the recent DBCDE’s Digital Strategy, which calls for 
resources to extend beyond NBN release sites.  

Two issues arise here:
 the need for the RDA MNC digital strategy to include the •	
whole region and not just the NBN 1st and 2nd release sites 
 the need for DBCDE and other Federal resources to support •	
digital initiatives and strategies linking the test sites with 
the wider region/community 

 
Do you agree? What other issues need to be explored?  
Any further comments? 

“There needs to be more clarity around the DBCDE ‘first 40’ 
funding - who exactly is in the first 40, when is the funding 
for second roll-out being announced, and what will happen to 
number 41?”

Two points here, insofar as this is a strategy for exploiting the 
wider impact and potential of the NBN roll-out it sets out 
Actions which are about linking to and learning from the 1st and 
Second NBN release sites and particularly the regions’ ‘beach-
head’ at Coffs Harbour. 

We have noted and supported the RDA MNC project which is 
documenting the progress of the roll-out at Coffs and will be 
disseminating information and best practice from it throughout 
the region. In addition, as the strategy is a ‘digital strategy’ 
with an ambition to support and shape all relevant initiatives 
in the region which increase the digitisation of services and of 
the engagement with citizens and which promote the digital 
economy of the region, it necessarily has a broader remit 
addressed to the needs and opportunities of the region as a 
whole. In an earlier Action we stressed that a Regional Digital 
Partnership should be established to own and develop the 
strategy. The ambitions of that go beyond the initial NBN release 
sites and indeed the NBN which is a catalyst for the further 
digitisation of the region.

 
Action 11: 

the RDA MnC must develop a ‘learning partnership’ and 
documentation program with 1st or 2nd (and subsequent) 
nBn release sites so that others can benefit from shared 
experience. 

Action 12: 
ensure the Regional Digital Partnership engages with 
the nBn roll-out in the region and the wider efforts to 
maximise its impact but also with the broader digitisation 
going on in public services in the region and in the 
economy. the Regional Digital Partnership could for 
example play a part in shaping how key objectives in the 
nSW 2021 plan get delivered in the region in the  
digital era. 

4.8 A catalyst for digitisation
5.  Key issue: A strategy for digitising services and  
 engagement with citizens – with the nBn  
 as a catalyst

Workshop participants stressed that the NBN must be a catalyst 
to the wider on-going process of digitisation and to meeting 
the challenge of digital inclusion. The strategy must be about 
supporting the wider process and exploiting the NBN as part  
of it.

MNC RDA workshop participants stressed the need for all public 
services, at all tiers, to start consciously shifting communications 
channels so as to increasingly digitise their services and 
engagement with citizens, while ensuring equality of service to 
offline users. They should also, with partners in the Not for Profit 
sector, support initiatives to ‘digitally include’ clients and end-
users. The business plans of public services in the region need to 
start reflecting, planning for and investing in the shift to Web 
2.0,  e-government and the digitisation of services. 

The issues arising here are:
 the need for Federal, State and Local Government and •	
associated public agencies to consciously promote the 
digital economy/networked society
 the need for the business plans and corporate strategies of •	
all such bodies – and Not for Profit organisations providing 
services to the public - to show how they will prioritise and 
resource the digitisation of  services and the engagement 
with citizens going forward

Do you agree? What other issues need to be explored?  
Any further comments? 

“Some government agencies are well prepared and others well 
behind the times. Many assume that everybody already has high 



speed broadband with colour printers and plenty of paper to 
waste on half printed pages of reports…Community input into 
the protocols used by agencies would be helpful.”

“Security of personal information will also be an issue.
However we should not lose sight of the fact that human 
contact is still an essential part of customer service and agencies 
and organisations cannot “engage” from within a locked or 
centralised office.”

“There is a need, to shift services online and to engage with the 
community about this – this is the key issue of key issues. The 
community needs a better understanding of what this means 
for them.”

Previous Actions to do with the broader remit of the Regional 
Digital Partnership and the approach which should be taken 
by RDA MNC in implementing this strategy – which is itself a 
‘Digital’ and not just an NBN strategy – apply here. But there is 
a further Action which is urged on RDA MNC partners and which 
should animate the proposed Regional Digital Partnership and it 
is this: 

Action 13: 
All public sector partners (and others from the not for 
Profit sector or the private sector delivering services to the 
public on behalf of public sector bodies), should review 
how the advent and use of the nBn, high speed broadband 
and greater digitisation, will change their business models 
and business plans, the design and delivery of services and 
the engagement with the public as customers, clients and 
citizens. 

The NSW government might find this an opportune moment to 
review how their new 2021 plan can be delivered cost-effectively 
and with maximum impact via Web 2.0 technologies and 
approaches, leveraging off the advent and the catalytic effect of 
high speed broadband.

6.  Key issue: A strategy for using existing publicly  
 owned fibre capacity more broadly and imaginatively

Fibre optic cabling, in some cases with NBN-level capacity 
and speeds, has already been laid down in the region by a 
number of publicly funded bodies or institutions. These include 
schools, TAFE, universities, some hospitals, the Glasshouse at 
Port Macquarie, the Conservatorium at Coffs Harbour and local 
governments (in many forms such as cable connecting new 
developments and Council offices and libraries). 

Use of that capacity, whilst increasing, can grow further and 
more imaginatively. It might be used not just to support the 
activities (and income) of the specific fibre owning organisations 
but also to help local business development and knowledge 
sharing or support the achievement of community objectives. It 
can demonstrate what high speed broadband and the NBN can 
do. Such capacity might also support an income which could be 

used as a ‘community dividend’ for other types of public benefit 
or recycled into further fibre development.

Though there are some vital barriers around child protection and 
privacy, greater cross-sector collaboration and wider usage can 
be achieved. The existing fibre network is arguably under-used 
and the strategy will focus on supporting collaborations which 
will bring raised usage of that fibre and diversify its range of 
uses/users. 

For example, the Councils in the Mid North Coast are working 
together on developing a video-conferencing capacity. 
Internationally, and in some parts of Australia, multi-purpose 
public service hubs are already being designed around existing 
fibre nodes – and we can do the same in the MNC. 

The issues arising here are:
 the need to identify/map the existing fibre available in the •	
region in the various institutional locations 
 the need for publicly funded bodies and institutions in the •	
region to explore how they might increase and diversify 
their use of that fibre
 the need for them to explore further collaborations across •	
sectors, and perhaps where others have their own fibre to 
explore aggregating the fibre into a unified network: a form 
of producer aggregation, consortium or social enterprise
 the need for some forum or group which brings together •	
the various publicly funded fibre-owners in the region 
–some of them funded by local government, others by the 
NSW government – to agree collaborations, as part of the 
regional digital strategy:
 such a group might take the form of a ‘regional digital •	
partnership to take forward/have ‘ownership of’  the public 
sector/services elements of the broader RDA MNC digital 
strategy 

Do you agree? What other issues need to be explored?  
Any further comments? 

“Critical that we understand what we currently have, who 
owns it and how we access it, especially the public funded…
Is it possible that NBN Co purchase it as they will Telstra 
assets? Would then have one company covering infrastructure 
maintenance.” 

This is work that should be done by the RDA as part of its 
information gathering mandate. NBN Co has bought Telstra 
and Optus assets in order to forestall competition and acquire 
customers. Other carriers have offered to sell their similar 
broadband assets, without success so far.

“Could the local consortium you propose get access to Telstra 
pits and pipes or Essential Energy overhead wires and poles to 
join up what currently exists? Who then owns/maintains? At 
what cost is it made available to ISPs? Would that cost be set by 
the regulator?”
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This would be a major undertaking but Councils and their 
associated utilities have their own ducts and poles which could 
be used instead of Telstra. Duct Access is a “declared service”.

“Bringing T&I, RDA and the emerging team under the name 
of Business Development Corporation could really make a 
difference. We could form the “Group” you detail above. It could 
just be the catalyst for both the Edmund Barton Centre and  
the Institute.”

Previous Action 8 is relevant. this seeks to identify a role 
for organisations with fibre (tAfe/Hospitals) to engage 
with the opportunities by utilising their facilities.. Action 
2 here is relevant re developing RDA MnC capacity and 
Action 3 re a MoU between the RDA and Councils. 

7.  Key issue: A strategy for consumer aggregation to  
 bridge the gap

Collaboration and aggregation can take many forms. We have 
seen that some councils lay down fibre and lease it to Telcos. 
Whether or not councils do that, all purchase some services 
from ISPs and Telcos. There are many examples of councils 
seeking more cost-effective results, agreeing to purchase goods 
and services together from suppliers in forms of consumer 
cooperatives or purchasing clubs.

Similarly, private companies in certain locations often buy shared 
services to lower the cost. Some community/social housing 
providers do the same, to reduce costs to themselves or indeed 
their tenants.

Workshop participants and interviewees, from both the public 
sector and private companies (some of them ISPs),  showed some 
desire for the RDA to explore further the types of consumer 
aggregation/cooperative/club or social enterprise which might 
reduce ISP costs and improve delivery in the Gap period.  

The issues arising here are:
the need to explore types of collaborations between public •	
sector purchasers of ISP or TELCO services  which might 
deliver better value for money from the latter and improve 
services to both public sector purchasers and indeed their 
clients/customers
the need to explore types of private sector collaboration •	
which might reduce costs/improve services from Telcos in 
certain areas,  for example where companies are clustered 
close together and could collectively benefit from a local 
fibre upgrade  
the need to explore such potential collaborations with ISPs •	
and TELCOs in the region 

Do you agree? What other issues need to be explored?  
Any further comments? 

“I think this is an excellent idea and perhaps should include  
the NBN.”
“A good idea though I imagine it would be fraught with legal, 
commercial and technical obstacles but well worth working 
through.”
“A possible model already exists in the Group Council tender 
process which has been in place for many years in the ICT sector 
in	NSW	local	government	and	is	based	on	demand	aggregation;	
a possible model.”

Previous Actions to do with the broader remit of the Regional 
Digital Partnership and the approach which should be taken 
by RDA MNC in implementing this strategy – which is itself a 
‘Digital’ and not just an NBN strategy – apply here. But there is 
a further Action which is urged on RDA MNC partners and which 
should animate the proposed Regional Digital Partnership and it 
is this: 

Action 6 applies: this has been explored previously in  
the report

4.9 A strategy for beyond the 1st  
 and 2nd nBn release sites
8. Key issue: A strategy with a key role for Local Government 

As should be clear already, most participants and interviewees 
felt that local government had a key role in delivering the 
digital strategy but also that Councils offered some specific big 
opportunities. 

One is the use – and transformation – of libraries. •	
The second is about fibre cabling in new developments and •	
connecting Council offices. 
The third is about the ongoing digitisation of council •	
services and the emergence of the use by councils of social 
media – with some councils really in the vanguard. 
Finally, there is the momentum that digitisation can bring to •	
more open data and indeed open government. 

Libraries Internationally, there is a move towards the digitisation 
of library services and libraries have become hubs where readers 
can learn to become digitally literate or just congregate to use 
better digital kit than is available at home. It is the case that not 
a single NBN test site currently includes a library despite their 
importance to the community and their increasing role in digital 
innovation and inclusion. Certain library services within the 
region are very innovative in exploring the digitising of services 
and of engagement with users. We need to support and build on 
these initiatives. 

A network could be created between all the library services 
around this agenda, sharing knowledge and learning and perhaps  
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supplementing the overall digital offer by each taking a unique 
but linked role.

Council fibre One Council in the region can already say it has 
a $5m dollar fibre network built at a cost of only $800,000 
which makes an income from leasing it to Telcos and ISPs. Coffs 
Harbour has been opportunistically laying down fibre whenever 
they need to open the ground up for water services, sewerage, 
storm water facilities, footpaths, roads and bridges and new 
housing developments: the latter being a real opportunity in a 
re-populating region with several big growth areas planned and 
with a requirement on developers that they install fibre to every 
home in developments over 100 homes. 

Councils have at the same time been connecting their offices. 
And they have been selling access to the fibre to ISPs and Telcos 
in a very entrepreneurial and innovative manner – building 
the network ahead of, and now with, the NBN. Several Telcos 
active in the region we interviewed for this strategy saw this 
is a very attractive and affordable proposition for developing a 
significant fibre network in the gap to the roll-out of the NBN.  
Other Councils have done some of this and all can do more – and 
again, collaborate to do so.
We will build on this. 

Digitising services and engagement with citizens 
Finally, the fact that councils have begun to digitise some 
services and the engagement with citizens, provides a real 
impetus to the emergence of the digital economy /networked 
society in our region. 

It will encourage more users to shift channels from offline to 
online thereby raising skills levels and experience. It will also 
encourage greater civic participation particularly amongst some 
key groups who may live far from the town hall, are too busy to 
attend public meetings or prefer online to offline encounters. It 
will also cut the costs and improve the efficiency of services. 

open data Aligned with these opportunities is that of 
improving public access to useful council data and indeed open 
government. There are initiatives on all these fronts in the 
region. 

Two issues arise here:
 the need for libraries to continue to be a source of •	
innovation in enabling the digital economy / networked 
society, building on the work they already do – and in the 
process becoming more than libraries: ideas stores and 
sources of connectivity, up-skilling and knowledge for the 
digital era
 the need to build on the initiative of councils such as Coffs, •	
and for Councils to collaborate, in laying down their own 
fibre network where necessary and where viable
 the need for Councils to be able to take a more strategic •	
approach to having their own fibre network, preparing for 
the NBN and supporting the digital economy/networked 
society by each having their own digital strategy for  

how they will digitise services and the engagement with •	
businesses and citizens
 the need to showcase what innovative councils have •	
been doing in digitising services, web-casting meetings, 
teleconferencing,  opening up access to data, exploring 
free social media (such as Facebook, Twitter and Flickr) and 
enabling open government – and to share that best practice 
around the region 
 the need overall for councils to collaborate closely in •	
building the digital region 

Do you agree? What other issues need to be explored?  
Any further comments? 

“The existing public library network provides the basic 
infrastructure and services to access the NBN (and related 
technologies) for those who may not otherwise be able to. In 
this way, libraries can help to close the digital divide within their 
communities and assist in creating a digitally inclusive society.”

On the issue of libraries, these at their best have been for some 
time, sources of activity around digital inclusion and places 
where those without kit at home or skills can gain access to 
both in a supportive atmosphere. More deeply, some libraries 
in the region are beginning to transform their business models, 
focusing less on books and increasingly on digital texts, and 
using digital means to communicate with and market to their 
users. They are a good focus of digital inclusion, engagement 
with citizens and promotion of digital services.  

 Previous Actions apply including Actions 3 and 5.

Action 14: 
the RDA MnC should work with partners to establish 
a digital MnC libraries network to further explore the 
digitising of services and facilitate engagement with users.

Action 15:  
A region-wide commitment to open data at all tiers of 
government within MnC might be promoted by RDA MnC 
and partners – it would be a first in Australia.  this will 
bring economic benefits because open data means that 
research that public bodies undertake can be accessed by 
SMes at little or no cost.
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CoLAB incubator
Part of the COLAB building in Coffs Harbor will provide 
incubation space and enterprise development support for 
enterprises needing access to COLAB resources and a City 
Centre Location. The centre will be linked to the Coffs 
Harbour Innovation Centre and the proposed new Technology 
Park at the Education Campus which is jointly owned by 
the Council, the TAFE and the University. Businesses which 
have incubated in COLAB can find grow-on space in the 
Technology Park. 

Switched on Coffs Digital Strategy, 2011 
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4.10 SMes
9. Key issue: A knowledge sharing/business support strategy  
       for Small-Medium Sized enterprises (SMes) 

It was clear from the workshops that SMEs – that is most 
companies in the region where 85% employ 5 or fewer – have 
a real need for high speed broadband and indeed in many cases 
have problems with current provision.  Concerns were expressed 
that the NBN should be rolled out ‘in a business-friendly way’ 
with the implication being that it isn’t. 

Internationally, SMEs have been some of the biggest 
beneficiaries of online activity yet, because of their size and 
capacity, less time or resource to explore its potential. Actively 
online companies have been assessed as having 30% higher 
productivity than companies who have little or no online 
engagement. Encouraging SME engagement with digital media is 
a critical part of improving productivity in regional Australia. 

While there were voices at the workshop and interviews pointing 
out that companies needed their own ‘connectivity and digital 
strategy’  as a core business tool, the majority saw a need for 
whatever public sector business or economic development 
support was provided to now encompass the digital agenda.  A 
form of ‘digital coaching’ of SMEs was needed. The potential role 
of Chambers was raised. In addition, it was felt that the Telcos 
and ISPs could do more to market what high speed broadband 
could do for business, although it was noted that there are 
Telstra Business Centres at Coffs and Port Macquarie which 
are independent franchises providing one stop ICT support to 
local business customers. 37 new such franchises have been 
announced by Telstra.

Promoting knowledge sharing amongst SMEs was seen to 
be critical. Improving access to better connectivity ahead of 
the NBN was a priority and some clusters of industries – for 
example, manufacturers in Nambucca – were said to be 
exploring aggregating their buying power so as to get a better 
deal from ISPs.

The role of Universities in promoting digital knowledge transfer 
to business in the region was highlighted as this is a role 
universities in the modern era play in successful economies. 
Coffs Harbour Council pointed out that they are seeking to 
create, with the support of RDA MNC, a COLAB project with 
Southern Cross University and NSW’s Go Broadband initiative, to 
showcase what broadband can do for business in the region, to 
enable knowledge transfer to benefit SMEs and to provide new 
forms of business support in the digital era.

Finally, SMEs need access to digitally literate employees so the 
roles of Universities, TAFE colleges, schools and indeed Not for 
Profit organisations providing services to their client groups, 
were explored in the workshops. It was agreed that the region 
should try and brand itself as a smart/intelligent community 
in terms of the ICT skills and awareness of its communities 
and that to do this required an even greater emphasis by skills 

providers on appropriate courses – and not just for graduates or 
school age pupils but also ‘gateway’ entry level courses for the 
less academic or key groups such as Seniors and the indigenous 
community. As of writing that project was seeking funding to 
start-up. 

Issues arising from this include:
 the need for SMEs to have access to business support, •	
digital coaching and knowledge sharing  initiatives relevant 
to the digital era
 the need for Chambers of Commerce to prioritise the digital •	
economy and their support of it in the region 
the need for a major effort from all skills providers and  Not •	
for Profit agencies serving key target groups, to provide 
appropriate courses to develop the skills, employability and 
social capital of local communities around the digital era so 
that local SMEs had access to the labour-force required to 
develop the digital economy
 the need for flagship projects such as COLAB to showcase •	
to SMEs what high speed broadband can do for their 
enterprises, sectors and markets and to assist in digital 
business support/knowledge sharing 
 the need to build on the success of the RDA’s T.H.E •	
Exchange event in  Coffs recently in engaging and informing 
business and the community on the potential of high speed 
broadband and the NBN - a model for SMEs, Not for Profit, 
Public sector and local cultural engagement  which has the 
potential to be rolled out.

Do you agree? What other issues need to be explored?  
Any further comments? 

A knowledge-sharing business support/upskilling strategy and 
capacity for SMEs will be critical across the MNC
There is massive untapped potential for SMEs to embrace high 
speed technology but they need support to do that
Examples worth exploring are:   qualified and dedicated 
resources to support SMEs through a support centre, government 
grants to build capacity in SMEs (perhaps via an NBN capacity 
building program) and strong networks of SMEs across the 
region to share and leverage technologies.
I would like to see this listed above the infrastructure key issues 
as it is not dependent on infrastructure and can therefore 
happen without the same constraints.
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Dr. George S. Magelis - Intel - GE Care Innovation
Speaking at T.H.E Exchange

Action 16: 
the RDA MnC should work with partners already working 
on business support – whether via State government 
initiatives, local government, tAfe or universities - to 
ensure that a network of e-entrepreneurs for “digital 
coaching” local businesses are sourced and established. 
e-entrepreneurs could be tech-savvy young or retired 
people, who could turn such activity into a business of 
itself. RDA MnC should also consider engaging with 
telstra’s Business Centre program which has franchises 
already in Coffs and Port Macquarrie and whose expansion 
program may involve further franchises in the region.

Another more hands-on way of helping business to make 
more effective use of high speed internet and other ICTs is 
the business incubator. This is a facility that provides space 
and support for start-up businesses. The proposed COLAB, 
to be established with Southern Cross University and State 
government involvement (via the Go Broadband initiative) – if 
adequate funding is identified – is one such model of incubator.

Action 17: 
RDA MnC should continue to support partners to source 
funding for CoLAB but also to promote more digital 
business incubators in the region. it should also engage 
with telstra Business Centres. 

Some business groups will understand and want HSB. Many will 
not be aware of the possibilities, as was obvious perhaps by the 
low attendance at the workshops.

There may be benefit in giving examples of the types of 
applications and productivity gains achieved in other HSB 
locations or to have an appendix perhaps of the range of 
applications.

Many (businesses) are just so busy staying afloat that they have 
no time to read anything apart from documentation that will 
enable the next contract or sale.
This town as you are aware has a plentiful supply of innovators, 
at present they can be influenced by the show me not tell me 
models.

It will be critically important to demonstrate the benefits which 
digitisation and on-line activity can bring SMEs thereby also 
facilitating the demand and take-up of all kinds of high speed 
broadband delivery systems including the NBN. That is why 
this is a digital strategy for the region and not just an ‘NBN 
strategy’. Although NBN Co plans a mobile exhibition, this will 
have a limited impact. The international experience is of the 
need to support the engineering and technical side of high 
speed broadband roll-out with a campaign of information and 
support for SMEs. This happened most successfully in the case of 
Cornwall in the UK (see Connecting Communities) where 

business support, demonstrations of what broadband could do 
for business and information sharing were key activities –  

supported in a private-public partnership between the Telcos, 
local/central government and higher education – underpinning 
the roll-out.   Cornwall has seen significant in-migration of 
entrepreneurs as a result.   Some such campaign and partnership 
is vital in the region – and RDA MNC should help bring this 
together and be involved in. Any ‘digital hub’ created in the 
region by funding from the Department for Broadband program 
should	be	a	cornerstone	of	such	a	communication	effort;	
libraries can also play their part. 

Action 18: 
RDA MnC with partners needs to ensure a campaign 
of information and demonstration around high speed 
broadband is initiated in the region particularly targeted at 
SMes.



4.11 Digital literacy and inclusion 
10.  Key issue: A strategy for all: digital inclusion  
 a priority 

Two kinds of digital inclusion projects were identified as 
priorities in the workshops. One was around projects to raise 
digital confidence, awareness, literacy and skills levels in key 
target	groups;	and	the	other	was	around	projects	to	get	better	
access and connection to areas currently badly serviced whether 
by fibre, wireless or satellite. 

Given the benefits of access to digital media, public and private 
services and markets, the strategy needs to prioritise enabling 
further access to communities either currently relatively 
excluded or in danger of further exclusion. This is a particular 
necessity in a region with a high proportion of Seniors, the 
indigenous and those not economically active/in work. 

Economic participation is low in the region in comparison with 
the State average and with national targets aimed at increasing 
productivity through increasing workforce participation. 
Internationally, including a further ten per cent of the 
community in online activity has been shown to increase GDP by 
between two thirds and 1 per cent. 

Digital inclusion projects targeted at key communities in the 
region – where internet usage is lower than is common in the 
capital city or more populous areas - are thus vital. In some 
areas innovative work with those groups is underway and the 
need is to build on such initiatives.

The role of local government in prioritising digital inclusion of 
communities in their areas was stressed in the workshops. This 
does not mean local councils funding all programs. It means 
them taking the leadership role in their area working with 
Not for Profit organisations, public bodies, skills providers and 
communities themselves to promote the digital agenda. Given 
that public services are everywhere going on line it is vital for 
equal citizenship that all communities can access such services. 

Thus, the strategy envisages a widely-based campaign around 
digital literacy and skills in the region.

4.12 Lack of access to required speeds  
 or service 
At the same time, lack of access to speeds and quality of service 
in itself inhibits business and cuts places off from the benefits 
of broadband. Many participants in the workshops stressed 
that speeds and service available now were a big issue in many 
places – and that something needed to be done ahead of the 
arrival of the NBN (which also itself needed to be ‘priced for 
all to participate’). Initiatives to improve service from existing 
technologies were thus needed and initiatives which helped 
bring better connectivity to places and economic clusters in the 
short term were also critical.

Issues arising from this include:
 the need for a broad-based campaign around digital •	
inclusion – ensuring that all in the community are on-line 
and have the skills and awareness required ahead of the 
NBN coming to all areas
 the need for local councils to lead in their area on this •	
agenda, collaborating with all councils in the region, the 
RDA, relevant state and federal bodies, skills providers  the 
private sector and Not for Profit agencies/community self 
help groups  who have a particular link with and obligation 
towards the inclusion of, key target communities such as 
Seniors, the Indigenous community, recent migrants and 
people with a disability
 the need for initiatives to ensure that areas currently with •	
poor connectivity or that are expensive to serve or that 
are likely to have to wait for the higher speeds brought by 
the NBN, can achieve better outcomes – perhaps through 
initiatives around grouping or aggregating purchasing power  
so	that	a	better	deal	with	ISPs	can	be		made;	examples	
might include manufacturers in an area coming together 
to get a more cost-effective better quality service from an 
ISP in their area, or community housing providers doing 
the same to enable their disadvantaged tenants to access 
cheaper and better services, or Not for Profit agencies 
coming together to purchase the same for their own clients
 the need to explore how access might be improved in under •	
served target areas or communities to the networks/ fibre 
capacity already provided by public bodies such as councils, 
hospitals, universities, TAFE, schools and other public 
services

Do you agree? What other issues need to be explored?  
Any further comments? 

“Many (businesses) are just so busy staying afloat that they 
have no time to read anything apart from documentation that 
will enable the next contract or sale.

“This town as you are aware has a plentiful supply of 
innovators, at present they can be influenced by the show me 
not tell me models.”

“NBN needs a marketing strategy, as does every roll out 
region - and it has to target the non-adopters or laggards of 
technology, or they will be left behind in the digital economy, 
and the benefits of high speed broadband will be lost to them 
and the national economy. Mostly, we need leadership!
People who have a disability prefer to be described as people 
with a disability, not “the disabled”…As mentioned at our 
local Digital Strategy workshop in Port Macquarie, technology 
has shown itself able to remove disability for many people 
to varying extents, and this technology has huge potential in 
that area.”

“All of the above initiatives are admirable and worthy to 
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pursue as issues. Perhaps the most important is to ramp 
up inclusion, ie. through education and training programs 
and subsidies get more and more practice in the way of 
using the electronic media to communicate and structure 
their operations. It is obvious that for such a network to 
be of value to the community it must be embraced by as 
many participants as possible, so more effort should be 
concentrated in the area of increased inclusion.”

A range of programs will be required to meet the challenge of 
digital inclusion in the region – and a multiplicity of agencies 
will be involved. This should also be a focus of community and 
Not for Profit activity. Also, schools, community colleges,  TAFE 
and University will play key roles in developing skills. Pathways 
to accessing skills and even accreditation need to be developed 
in the region for people of all academic /non- academic 
backgrounds. A big concerted regional effort is required to get 
‘everyone online in the region by 2015’. Thus will the network 
lead to a networked society.

Action 19: 
RDA MnC and partners need to initiate a broad information 
campaign to inform and engage local communities of 
the opportunities of broadband and how they might 
develop skills and access the online universe.  Much of 
the engagement will be undertaken by not for Profits in 
relation to their own clients. But whoever does it the effort 
needs inspiring and branding from a common source: the 
RDA MnC could be at the heart of this. the campaign 
could be owned by the Regional Digital Partnership if that 
is established. the earlier action in relation to appointing 
‘digital advocates’ is relevant here as is the libraries 
network project. note Box 4 below about a very successful 
digital advocacy campaign in the UK. 

RDA MNC and partners need to initiate a broad information 
campaign to inform and engage local communities of the 
opportunities of broadband and how they might develop skills 
and access the online universe.  Much of the engagement will be 
undertaken by Not for Profits in relation to their own clients. But 
whoever does it the effort needs inspiring and branding from a 
common source: the RDA MNC could be at the heart of this. The 
campaign could be owned by the Regional Digital Partnership if 
that is established. The earlier action in relation to appointing 
‘digital advocates’ is relevant here as is the libraries network 
project. Note Box 4 below about a very successful digital 
advocacy campaign in the UK.

RDA and partners need to explore all kinds of mechanisms to 
share information and promote knowledge. Among the avenues 
that can be used is the Broadband Today Alliance (BBT), to which 
several of our councils  in the MNC are already linked.
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A digital advocate 
The UK also has a ‘National Digital Champion’ in Martha 
lane	Fox,	who	also	leads	raceonline	2012;	an	umbrella	
body seeking to get everyone in the UK online by the 2012 
Olympics. Her role is to drive enthusiasm and initiatives to 
help the digitally excluded and to secure the digitisation of 
public services. Fox’s team is funded by a mixture of grant 
and private investment and it is working with over 900 
voluntary organisations and private companies to promote 
the digital inclusion agenda. 

Tim Williams, Connecting Communities, Huawei White paper,  
February 2011

Broadband today Alliance
This is an initiative led by the Sunshine Coast Council as part 
its Digital Economy Plan.  Its community (businesses and 
residents) indicated that they can’t wait for the roll-out of 
the NBN to create Digital Success.  To make this happen it 
created a site to build Digital Awareness and Digital Skilling 
today. 

By preparing a site for many local governments to 
collaborate and communicate their local initiatives, it hopes 
to promote the development of locally developed intellectual 
property that can be shared and transferred to other 
localities to build a digital economy.

http://www.broadbandtoday.com.au/ 
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NBN Co. and NICTA representatives discuss NBN and 
its possibilities.



4.13 Accessible and affordable?  
 Where digital inclusion and  
 filling the demand and supply  
 gaps come together  
It was clear from the workshops that in addition to issues of 
distance, skills gaps or access to kit, there are problems of 
affordability front and central in the local challenge to digital 
inclusion. Echoing earlier Actions on filling supply and demand 
gaps there may be a need to explore a project that is at the same 
time an initiative around developing a network whilst enabling 
those on lower incomes to gain access to high speed broadband.
 
Current NBN sites will be an early test of the affordability of 
fibre-based broadband. It is possible that NBN pricing may not 
be optimal[1]. The lowest wholesale price for NBN broadband 
($30 per month for just 12 mbps). Based on this, one of the 
first commercial offerings on the NBN offers a retail price of 
$49.95 (iiNet) compared with current retail entry level prices 
around $30 (eg Telstra BigPond Elite). Of course, those who have 
broadband and want to keep it will have to migrate to the NBN 
because it will replace the copper network. But the higher entry 
level prices raise questions about affordability for the  
digitally excluded. 

Also, the NBN is rolling-out a reliable high-speed broadband 
then pricing it on speed when it is doubtful that people are 
prepared to pay a premium for speed. On current wholesale 
plans, it is possible that nothing much will change.

When communities do not like the services they are offered, they 
can take matters into their own hands (see Box 9 below - Doing 
it	my	way);	and	the	RDA	MNC	could	do	the	same	starting	with	
Coffs Harbour. Imagine a community ISP that offered full-speed 
at the lowest entry level price. It is possible and it would be 
transformational. With the tap turned on full across all plans, it 
would be different from other ISPs and open up innovation in a 
big	way.	What	makes	that	possible	is	charging	for	traffic;	either	
per GB or according to the chosen data-cap as is most common 
today. 

Imagine also a welcome screen that gave free access to 
community services and easy options for services delivered. Most 
internet based services today are ‘over-the-top’, to the chagrin 
of ISPs who in future may offer not much more than simple 
connectivity. We can keep it simple and very different. 

Action 20: 
Linking the discussions on digital inclusion with earlier 
Actions around filling supply gaps, RDA MnC should, with 
partners, explore options for establishing a regional iSP 
that provides full-speed, affordable broadband services.
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Doing it my way
When Ipswich started connecting its people to the internet, 
there were no ISPs, so it launched Ipswich Global Info-Links 
in 1994 when email was a novelty. It provided dial-up access 
to 125 schools and pioneered SeniorNet to provide assistance 
to older residents. 

In the ACT, the electricity utility set about creating the first 
whole-sale based broadband provider in Australia in 1996. 
TransACT continues to exist today.
 
Mal Bryce, Australia’s First Online Community Ipswich
Queensland, 2010
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Workshop Participants - Macksville



5.  SUMMARY of ReCoMMenDAtionS  
 AnD ACtionS

Discussion of Mobile technology between 
attendees at T.H.E Exchange



Actions / Recommendations
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The RDA must continue to engage with NBN Co and the Federal Government to ensure the 
region has the most up to date information on implementation roll-out. RDA MNC should 
become an ‘information aggregator’ - authoritative on the roll-out and on what high speed 
broadband can do.

The RDA needs to develop more capacity to understand, design interventions, mobilise and 
coordinate partner activity and where appropriate help deliver digital initiatives.  

A formal Memorandum of Understanding be agreed between RDA MNC and partner local 
governments on the range of collaborations which the parties will undertake together.

The establishment of a MNC Regional Digital Partnership.

The RDA and partners should commission a survey throughout the MNC area to map high 
speed broadband supply and demand gaps. 

The survey should be used to refine target issues and actions. We need to identify drivers  
and barriers by sector in order to address the factors which matter.

RDA needs to work with partners to develop options for demand aggregation ahead of 
commercial implementation. 

RDA MNC should identify public organisations with high speed fibre to explore 
opportunities for using/extending use of their facilities to the wider community.

RDA MNC should, subject to resources, explore options for developing fibre infrastructure 
for, or in conjunction with service providers, ahead of the NBN roll-out.

RDA MNC, working with partners, should seek resources to appoint digital ‘advocate(s)’  
or champions. 

RDA MNC must develop a ‘learning partnership’ and documentation program with 1st or 
2nd (and subsequent) NBN release sites so that others can benefit from  
shared experience. 

Ensure the Regional Digital Partnership engages with the NBN roll-out and the wider 
efforts to maximise its impact but also with the broader digitisation process in  
public services. 

All public sector partners should review how the advent high speed broadband and 
greater digitisation, will change their business models and business plans, the design and 
delivery of services and the engagement with the public 

RDA MNC should work with partners to establish a digital MNC libraries network

A region-wide commitment to open data at all tiers of government within MNC might be 
promoted by RDA MNC and partners.

RDA MNC should work with partners already working on business support  to ensure 
that a network of e-entrepreneurs for “digital coaching” local businesses are sourced 
and established partners.

RDA MNC should continue to support partners to source funding for COLAB at Coffs but 
also to promote more digital business incubators in the region.

RDA MNC with partners needs to ensure a campaign of information and demonstration 
around high speed broadband is targeted at SMEs.

RDA MNC and partners need to initiate a broad information campaign to inform and 
engage local communities of the opportunities of broadband and how they might 
develop skills and access the online universe. 

RDA MNC should, with partners, explore options for establishing a regional Internet 
Service Provider(ISP) that provides full-speed, affordable broadband services,  or 
alternative ‘aggregations’ with partners aimed at procuring more cost effectively from 
existing ISPs, filling the ‘supply gap’ in the region until NBN is ubiquitous.
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5.  ConCLUSion

Southern Cross University display at the T.H.E Exchange

The Mid North Coast region has a game-changing opportunity to raise 
GDP, change market perceptions of the area, transform public services, 
up-skill and strengthen  local communities and reinforce an emerging 
digital economy alongside a cluster of creative and cultural industries. 

High speed broadband will enable this – and more. But coordination and a 
strategy are required to turn an infrastructure project – a network – into 
a wider set of positive outcomes for the region: that networked society 
and economy which are the real prize of this initiative and the real aim of 
policy. 

Making the Connections will help guide RDA MNC and partners on that 
exciting journey.



A full itinerary of the workshops 
Workshop itinerary 

Bellingen Uniting Church Hall  
Thursday 1st September 2011

Local Government, Small to Medium Business and1. 
Community, education, Health Workshops

Taree Council Chambers 
Monday 5th September 2011

Local Government Workshops1. 
Small to Medium Business Workshops2. 
Community, education, Health Workshops3. 

Port Macquarie-Hastings Council Chambers  
Tuesday 6th September 2011

Local Government Workshops1. 
Small to Medium Business Workshops2. 
Community, education, Health Workshops3. 

Kempsey Council Chambers
Wednesday 7th September 2011

Local Government Workshops1. 
Small to Medium Business / 2. Community, education, 
Health Workshops

Nambucca Shire Council Chambers
Thursday 8th September 2011

Local Government Workshops1. 
Small to Medium Business / 2. Community, education, 
Health Workshops

Coffs Harbour - One on One Meetings
Friday 9th September 2011

Janison1. 
north insitiute of tAfe information and  2. 
technology faculity
Coffs Harbour City Council3. 
vertel4. 
Arts Mid north Coast Creative industries Consotium 5. 

online feedback on issues paper

Online feedback for Issues paper on the  
RDA Mid North Coast Website

At the conclusion of the workshops held with local councils, 
business and the community, an Issues Paper was made available 
on the RDA MNC website.  The paper described all the issues 
which were raised and discussed during the digital workshops.  
In addition to the Issues Paper, an online forum was setup to 
seek feedback and to clarify all the key issues raised at the 
workshops had been captured.  Workshop attendees and other 
regional stakeholders provided comments through the online 
forum and this feedback has been incorporated into the Digital 
Strategy for the MNC.
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